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Abstract—For most hardware components in the automotive area, there is the problem that exchanges can only be done if the components are technically identical. That means not only identical in the interfaces and dimensions but also in the internal properties. These properties are firmly integrated in the software of connected hardware components. In this paper, an approach towards generic interfaces is proposed to identify this information and provide it on the communication interface. Furthermore, the influence of the specific information is reduced by an deployment optimization. Additionally, the communication overhead as well as necessary changes from a given original deployment are considered. A realistic case study is used to demonstrate the practicability of the proposed approach. It shows that it is possible to modify an existing application towards a generic communication interface. This approach proposes a combination of optimization and generalization in one procedure with respect to two acceptance criteria for a future realization. Not only theoretical best solutions are archived, but also solutions with a high chance to be accepted due to organizational changes.

Index Terms—acceptance, evolutionary many-objective optimization, generic interfaces, multi-criterion optimization, search based software architecture optimization, software engineering.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, a typical car comprises up to 100 Electronic Control Units (ECUs) [1] which are connected through several buses and gateways. In most cases, not only the specific ECU of one hardware component is exactly tailored to the properties, but also several other ECUs which possess certain information about the specific hardware component, e.g. the engine of a car with its characteristics. This information is typically hard coded as data variables during the development process because of the assumption that it is static and, therefore, does not need to be communicated through the interfaces. That is why changes of the hardware affect wide parts of the system. If a component is exchanged with not exactly the same properties as originally specified, the car will malfunction or at least unexpected behavior is possible. Therefore, a component change is associated with additional effort, cost and the risk of unexpected problems. To upgrade a car, the software for every Electronic Control Unit (ECU) must be updated. The necessary software can only be provided by the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM), which makes the upgrade idea very unlikely for current cars.

In the last decade, several ideas have been published to enable an easier way to exchange components in a system. In [2], interfaces are defined in profiles which are only dependent on the type of network. These profiles require only to exchange the mapping instead of implementing the whole communication together with drivers in the operating systems. Aue et al. [3] published a patent that suggests a method for providing a generic interface which enables an operation of microcontrollers independent from the specific communication technology. AUTOSAR [4] is an industry standard for automotive E/E (Electric/Electronic) architecture, of which one goal is an easy exchange of hardware or software components. Therefore, a virtual bus is used for the communication and software interfaces are defined on application level [5]. In [6], a functional decomposition of a vehicle control system is suggested. Definitions of the functional interfaces are provided for reuse of the architecture for future technologies. Another idea is published in [7] which binds collections of related components with wrapper interfaces. The wrapper acts as an intelligent interface between the collection and domain applications. The idea is aimed on an effective source code reuse.

In contrast to other approaches, the proposed method in this paper additionally treats the aspect that software today contains specific hard coded information which makes exchange of hardware a difficult task. The second part is related to the software deployment problem where software components (SWCs) are allocated to ECUs. Here, the best mapping of SWCs to ECUs regarding given quality aspects must be found. The problem has been covered from a lot of researches in the past years [8], [9], [10], [11]. The technical survey [12] summarizes different optimization strategies and notices that evolutionary algorithms are the most used ones.

In this paper, an approach is suggested which enables the possibility of changing hardware components within an existing system by building up generic interfaces between the ECUs. Before implementation, the total amount of affected internal parts of the ECUs will be reduced by a deployment optimization. This will decrease the influence of a hardware
change and provide a very flexible system. To demonstrate the difficulties, a subsystem of an electric driven vehicle is used. The practicability of the proposed approach is shown and additionally an existing solution from the automotive area serves as a reference. Then, feasible solutions can be compared with the amount of changes, the resulting communication and the influence of hardware specific information. This idea cannot only be applied in the automotive industry, but also in highly connected systems like a plant or production line, an airplane or even in a software itself. Here, e.g. if software functions are allocated to modules which are connected via a virtual bus an effort on the interfaces of each module or even signals in the software can be saved. The optimization level can be refined from whole components with remodularization [13] up to source code with genetic programming [14].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the problem is stated in detail on a real world example which serves to derive the tasks of the paper. The solution of the tasks is described in the first part of Section III. The second part is devoted to the description of the proposed algorithm. This method is evaluated on a realistic problem, which is described in Section IV. Experimental results are presented and discussed in Section V. The paper closes with some conclusions as well as an outlook on future work in Section VI.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The motivating example is a subsystem of an electric driven vehicle with focus on the high voltage (HV) battery. The electric powertrain of the vehicle typically consists of an electric engine, which also works as a generator for recuperation, the power electronics, a DC/DC converter, a high voltage battery, the whole cooling circuit (cooling pump, high voltage air condition, valves etc.) and an on-board charger. All these hardware components are controlled by different ECUs which contain the logical functional level. For example, there are the battery management system (BMS), energy and drive management (EMM), thermal management and the operation strategy, as partly shown in Fig. 1. These systems possess software modules which conclude functions that are summarized in a common context. The functions realize algorithms which need specific information about the given hardware components and their properties. Related functions are spread over the whole system and communicate via signals. The signals are specified by a document and are available on a specific interface. Here, messages are transferred over a connection between several ECUs, e.g. a communication bus like CAN or LIN, which are widely spread in the automotive industry. Inside an ECU, the signals are distributed to the required function.

Up to now, the architecture and its hardware components do not change in general, especially if the product is on the market. Before that, only the following reasons force the manufacturer to exchange hardware components:

- problems with the production (amount, time, costs, failure, bankruptcy of a supplier),
- unfulfilled requirements (quality is worse than expected)

After a successful development, further reasons for an exchange of a hardware component are that new alternatives are available. Quality aspects in general are e.g. efficiency, energy, power, costs, weight, safety, low/non-maintenance, end-of-life. In the previously explained example, technical and chemical progress leads to a better performance of batteries which results e.g. in the ability of faster charging, fewer cooling amount, less aging and a wider operation window etc. There are several reasons for an exchange of a component and especially in the sense of the very long lifetime of cars, the industry must concentrate on concepts with generic interfaces to make component exchanges easy.

The biggest challenge, except that the dimension must fit, are the necessary software modifications in the related ECUs. A scenario can be that the exemplary system is changed because of the usage of a new battery cell type. The effect on the whole system is represented in Fig. 1 by the battery/cell information modifications in blue.

The effect of specific hardware component information changes in the depended ECUs and their functional entities are not completely predictable. This leads to the following process:

1) analysis of the system where specific hardware component information is needed,
2) communication of new properties of the hardware component,
3) implementation of changes in the software,
4) verification of the software by testing all affected components themselves and in the interaction with other ECUs.

This must be done in Software/Hardware in the Loop (SiL/HiL) tests, on a test bench and in prototypes or field studies. It can be seen that this process leads to a huge effort for the manufacturer which will result in high cost and makes hardware changes very unlikely.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

The idea is to enable the operation of the vehicle independent of the actual used hardware components (e.g. HV battery in Section II), which means that no specific adjustments of the vehicle related ECUs are necessary if a specific hardware is exchanged. An additional idea related to the problem is that
the influence of the new hardware can be minimized during the design phase by identifying depended software functions and relocate them to the exchangeable hardware, if that is possible. This is part of the software component deployment problem which was treated in a previous paper [11]. Here, the communication overhead and the amount of changes in comparison to an original system is considered. Both aspects cannot be ignored and must be integrated in this new approach.

The necessary step to improve the described process in Section II is that the software functions should be build robust. This means that they must consider the possibility that specific hard coded information can be modified during the lifetime of the system. Additionally, the specific information must be available for all related ECUs. Then, a new hardware component must be tested by itself and its interaction with the vehicle interface, but in contrast to the current practice, not every related component and the respective interaction has to be tested. This means that only testing must be accomplished by the manufacturer of the component.

To provide the suggested process, a higher effort during the development of the software functions in form of analysis and specification is necessary. With these documents, algorithms must be modified to be robust and not custom built for one fixed system configuration. To gain the robustness, an additional error handling must also be considered which reacts on cases if the specific information is not available. Besides that, after a successful implementation, both extensions must be tested concerning the interaction. Despite the one-time necessary effort, the idea promises a lot benefits, e.g. hardware exchanges are easier in late development stages, less total effort by new developments is required which saves money and time, as well as benefits from the improvements of the new components. Furthermore, the approach leads to more competition on the market for the exchange components and a wider use of platform components. Additionally, a higher readiness for owners to invest in their vehicles and not only to maintain them, enables a longer use of resources.

A few assumptions are necessary to outline the borders of the approach in this paper. One requirement is that an existing system is available, which builds the base of the design optimization. Furthermore, the hardware and ECU structure is fixed and the original deployment of software to ECUs is given. Additionally, a preparatory work is necessary for the optimization in which an analysis of the complete functional level must be done. The functional level is represented by software modules, e.g. the battery management system (BMS) and the energy management (EMM), which are introduced in Section II. The modules consist of functionally grouped blocks (FBs) that contain software components (SWCs) and their connections, see Fig. 2. Exchanged information between ECUs over the communication interface can be found in a bus message description. But this is only a first indicator for the necessary exchange. A closer look in the SWCs provides which hard coded specific information about hardware components is required.

![Fig. 2. The system is extended with parameters in green. An example of one parameter is illustrated which is transferred to the requester SWCs. For clarity reasons other parameters of ECU1 and ECU2 are not visible.](image)

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>signals</th>
<th>parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>changes</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>information</td>
<td>current values</td>
<td>fixed values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transfer Rate</td>
<td>with frequency f</td>
<td>once</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effect</td>
<td>communication overhead</td>
<td>degree of generalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>example</td>
<td>current power</td>
<td>nominal capacity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### A. Architecture Extensions

For the transmission of information, two different types are used. Information which is transferred cyclically or per request is described as **signals** because of its dynamically changing content. Static information which does not change during the operation of the vehicle is stated as **parameters**. The parameters represent the previously described hard coded specific hardware component information. Examples are manufacturer specifications, safety limits, type code and initial values. Table I describes the differences between signals and parameters.

The summarization of signals to interactions was published earlier in [11]. This approach is extended to also summarize parameters to interactions which is an important step to reduce the total amount of connections and thereby reduce the amount of SWC duplications before the optimization. Interactions \( i \) contain \( k \) signals \( i_{sk} \) or parameters \( i_{pu} \). Interactions can be seen as direct connections between SWCs which provide at least one information. Internal and external information is treated the same way, as it can be changed through a reallocation of a SWC to another host from internal to external information. Signals and Parameters represent only one information. Both are necessary for a distinction of one information with which other SWCs this data is shared. This can be seen in Fig. 3 where e.g. the provided information of SWC \( k \) is shared by five connections which could be required by three SWCs, so the information paths can be reduced to only three interactions. That reduces the amount of SWCs duplicates from five to three, too.

To realize the idea of exchanging components, additional to signals, parameters must be communicated from the components, too. This will be done by transforming the parameters into signals and broadcast them over the system, see Fig. 2 and 3. This can be done e.g. in an initial phase during the first start with the new component. Another solution would be an update of parameter values of the ECUs in a car.
independent SWCs can be allocated freely by the algorithm. To gain the best possible solutions, an automated optimization process is required.

B. Optimization Settings

For the stated problem, a search-based optimization method is chosen. The most commonly used one in the field of evolutionary algorithms is the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) [15]. It is a modification of the first version, which both are published by Deb et al. [16]. The second version is easier to use and yields good solutions for multi-objective problems in the shortest time by providing fast non-dominated sorting and an efficient crowding distance metric. In 2014, with NSGA-III [17], a newer version was introduced which is recommended for optimization problems with more than three objective functions. Instead of the crowding distance, uniformly distributed reference points are used to ensure the diversity of the population.

As input for the optimization a case study must contain SWCs, interactions, ECUs and the bus. The problem is defined as the software component deployment problem where the algorithm is allowed to create different allocations of the SWCs to the ECUs. E.g. if there are two ECUs and 95 SWCs, then the search space is $2^{95}$ which is an amount of approximately $3.14e+28$ solutions, because each of them can cause different performance values regarding to the quality criteria, see Section III-D. Additionally, constraints are defined for each ECU by a location list, which describes the permission of the SWCs to be allocated to this ECU. The lists divide the SWCs into ECU dependent and independent ones, whereof only independent SWCs can be allocated freely by the algorithm.

As output representation, a list of the non-dominated solutions is chosen. This represents the Pareto-optimal set. It contains the solutions which are not dominated by others for at least one of the criteria.

C. Optimization Procedure

The procedure is divided into five stages. Fig. 4 shows the general algorithm, where extensions are highlighted in red. The input of the optimization is extended with the parameters and the deployment of the original solution. During initialization, a population of $n$ solutions is created whereof the original solution is one and the remaining are randomly allocated. All solutions are evaluated on up to five quality aspects ($c_{\text{com}}, \text{cnt}_{s}, \text{cnt}_{p}, \text{cnt}_{\text{mod}}$, and $\text{cnt}_{\text{changes}}$), which will be explained in the next section. In the next stage, the optimization begins with the reproduction. This is done by means of typical operations like mutation and crossover, where new solutions are created by winners of the tournament selection from the mating pool. Numerical values can be found in Section IV-B. An acceleration of the process is achieved by the usage of the localization information during the reproduction, i.e. only valid solutions are generated. After the evaluation, the solutions are sorted (by rank and their crowding distance) and only the best $n$ solutions survive. The process is repeated until the stop criterion is met. In this paper, the maximum number of evaluations for one single run is chosen as stop criterion.

D. Objective Functions

The quality objective $c_{\text{com}}$ calculates the inter-ECU communication, which is also described as communication overhead. During the calculation, it is checked if an interaction $i_{j}$ connects two components that are assigned to different ECUs. The method counts the data amount only once per cycle because it is transferred via a bus where the identical information is combined to one signal. The receiving ECUs will manage the distribution of the signals to the SWCs internally. This is done by the collection $\text{list}_{\text{transferred}}$, which stores the unique identifier of a transferred signal information. Simultaneously, the number of signals $\text{cnt}_{s}$ is calculated by the amount of different information which must be exchanged between different ECUs:

$$c_{\text{com}} = \sum_{j} \sum_{k} i_{j, \text{freq}, k} * i_{j, \text{data}, k} * \text{ext}_{i_{j, s}} * \text{valid}_{s_k}, \quad (1)$$

$$\text{ext}_{i_{j, s}} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } i_{j, \text{freq}} \neq i_{j, \text{data}} \\ 0, & \text{else} \end{cases}, \quad (2)$$

$$\text{valid}_{s_k} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } s_k \notin \text{list}_{\text{transferred}} \\ 0, & \text{else} \end{cases}, \quad (3)$$

$$\text{cnt}_{s} = \sum_{k} \text{valid}_{s_k}. \quad (4)$$

Neglecting the ECU failure rate, network delay, and reliability of the bus, which all three affect the communication, only the quantitative amount of data is assessed. However, these features could be easily integrated in the proposed method.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the acceptance of a solution is reverse proportional to the amount of SWC allocation changes based on the original deployment. Changes of the deployment cause organizational effort, e.g. to move either the respective responsibilities and expertise to another team, or to move people from one team to another. The fewer changes \( \text{cnt}_{\text{changes}} \) are necessary, the higher the acceptance will be, see Eq. (5). The amount of changes is calculated by the differences of the current deployment \( p \) and the initial deployment \( \text{p}_{\text{ref}} \):

\[
\text{acceptance} \sim \frac{1}{\text{cnt}_{\text{changes}}},
\]

\[
\text{cnt}_{\text{changes}} = \sum_i \text{diff}(p[i], \text{p}_{\text{ref}}[i]),
\]

\[
\text{diff}(p[i], \text{p}_{\text{ref}}[i]) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } p[i] \neq \text{p}_{\text{ref}}[i] \\
0, & \text{else}
\end{cases}
\]

To optimize the system towards a generic interface, the number of parameters \( \text{cnt}_{\text{p}} \), which must be transferred between ECUs should be next to zero. Parameters are treated in the same way as signals, so that the parameter interactions will be checked up on a connection between different ECUs. The information counts only once over the interface, see Eq. (3) and (4). Here, instead of signals, all parameters will be checked whether they are element of the collection \( \text{list}_{\text{transferred}} \).

Another criterion for the acceptance of the solution is the amount of necessary modifications \( \text{cnt}_{\text{mod}} \) of the affected function. It will be counted by the parameter interactions \( i_p \) over the interface \( \text{cnt}_{\text{ext, interactions, p}} \) with the current deployment:

\[
\text{cnt}_{\text{mod}} = \text{cnt}_{\text{ext, interactions, p}},
\]

\[
\text{cnt}_{\text{ext, interactions, p}} = \sum_j \text{ext}_{i_j, p},
\]

\[
\text{ext}_{i_j, p} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } i_j.p_{\text{src}} \neq i_j.p_{\text{dest}} \\
0, & \text{else}
\end{cases}
\]

Again, parameter interactions differ either in the destination or source SWC, as they are always be provided by one SWC on an ECU. Therefore, the amount of interactions over the interface is equal to the amount of affected SWCs. The distinction between both criteria is necessary to prefer those solutions which affect fewer SWCs by the same amount of parameters and to keep solutions which require less modification but more parameters. For example, in one case, a parameter is required by three SWCs, in another case a different parameter is only required by two SWCs.

The amount of data of the parameters would be another criterion, similar to communication overhead, but is neglected because the transmission has non or only a little effect on the bandwidth, as it must be done only once during initialization (see Section III-A). Further evaluation criteria could be the data transmission reliability, scheduling length, and response time to analyze the real-time ability of a solution, which is not the focus of this contribution.

**IV. Experiment**

The approach is demonstrated on a subsystem of an electric driven vehicle with focus on the high voltage battery management system (BMS). It represents a real world problem with functions of a plug-in hybrid vehicle. This type is chosen, because it possesses functions for fully electric driving, driving with the combustion engine and the combination as well as charging with an on-board loader. With the usage of the proposed approach, the aim is to make the battery independent from the rest of the vehicle while providing the original functionality.

**A. Problem Instances**

Besides the BMS, the case study consists of the energy management as well as other logical control units which are typical needed for an EV. The hardware structure is set to two hosts (BMS and the rest of the vehicle) that are connected by one bus, see Fig. 1.

The software architecture consists of 147 SWCs for the functions and two SWCs which contain the specific hardware information. Each SWC has the opportunity to provide and to receive information through in- and outputs. Overall, there are 463 dynamic values available which are outputs of the components. These values are received through 1104 connections, called signals, which build the inputs of the components. In average, the SWCs are connected with more than 7 signals.
Furthermore, the signals are characterized by data amount and frequency. Due to the fact that internal signals are all timed with the same sample rate of their ECU, one fixed rate is set for both, internal signals and signals over the interface.

The hard-coded information which can be found in the components results in 148 static values whereof 129 belong to ECU1 and 19 to ECU2. The values are needed at 199 input ports. These connections represent the parameters. In the next step, signals or parameters with the same source and destination component are combined to interactions. The parameter interactions are necessary to evaluate the amount of SWCs which require parameters from another ECU. In total, there are 80 parameter interactions which means that 80 SWCs require at least one parameter (72 with the origin from ECU1 and 8 from ECU2). An existing application is used as reference deployment for the optimization which allocates 60 SWCs on ECU1 and 89 SWCs on ECU2. 37 SWCs on ECU1 are hardware dependent due to hardware closely functionality like sensor value interpretation. 17 of the 89 SWCs on ECU2 are hardware dependent, too. After the subtraction of those SWCs, there are 95 SWCs left which can be allocated freely on both ECUs by the optimization process. The original solution causes a communication overhead of 1160 bits per cycle with 68 signals. Additionally, 81 parameters must be transferred which affect 45 SWCs.

As the used algorithm minimizes the specified quality criteria, no resource restrictions are necessary for the optimization. This fact makes the approach interesting for a phase of system design when the used hardware is not yet selected. Furthermore, a perfect transmission channel is assumed that has no delay, no failure rate, and the transmission rate is unlimited. The approach is not limited to two hosts, but as the amount of ECUs is the base and the amount of SWCs the exponent, in this case $2^95$, the search space is strongly increasing by considering more than two ECUs.

### B. Algorithmic Settings

The proposed approach is integrated within the free available framework ArcheOpterix [18], [19]. The source code of the NSGA-III is taken from [20] and added to the framework. For experiments with three objectives, NSGA-II is used whereas for all five objectives NSGA-II and NSGA-III are compared to decide which one is better for the specific problem instance. The number of divisions in NSGA-III is problem dependent and a short investigation with nine different values shows that the best results can be achieved with six divisions, which result in 210 reference points. For more details on this algorithm see [17]. A second investigation consists of different settings for the remaining algorithm parameters, which can be seen in Table II. The aim is to figure out which algorithm should be used for this specific problem with five quality criteria. The optimization is able to improve solutions within 10000 evaluations until the stop criterion is met. The reproduction rate is set to 0.5 and 10 runs per setting are executed. The mating pool is chosen to a factor of 1.5 of the population size. During the initialization it is possible to decide if the original solution is added to the population. Furthermore, it is possible to add other solutions to guide the algorithm. Here, the eight Pareto solutions from the first experiment in Section V are chosen. As the investigation is not the main content of this paper, only the main results will be presented. The hypervolume is chosen as performance metric. It assesses the quality of the solutions found in the genotype (evaluation) space and first appeared in [21]. The quality values are normalized which is why the maximum value of the hypervolume is one. The resulting values can be found in Table III, which represent the average of ten runs with the best found settings for each algorithm, see Table II. A large population size of 500 elements is used for the start and reduced to 100, 50 and finally to 20 elements. Then, the mutation and the crossover rate are modified in a range from 0.01 to 1.

It can be seen that NSGA-II performs better than then the newer version, therefore only this algorithm is used for the following experiments. Here, due to the risk of sub-optimal solutions, the evaluation limit is increased to 50000 and 60 runs will be executed.

### V. Results & Discussion

In the first part, the original solution is investigated in relation to the communication effort, signal amount and the necessary deployment changes. In the second part, the parameter amount and the affected SWCs are taken into account together with the previous criteria. The experiments are executed on an Intel Core i7 CPU with 2.67GHz and 18GB RAM. One single run takes about 3 minutes for three criteria and 41 minutes for five criteria. With parallelization by six cores, the whole execution takes less than 7 hours. Table IV summarizes the most important results of both investigations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
<th>OPTIMAL ALGORITHM SETTINGS FOR NSGA-II AND NSGA-III.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>numerical values</td>
<td>NSGA-II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evaluations</td>
<td>10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reproduction rate</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mating pool</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>initialization with reference solutions</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>population size</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutation rate</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crossover rate</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSGA-III divisions</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III</th>
<th>COMPARISON OF NSGA-II AND NSGA-III FOR FIVE OBJECTIVES.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hypervolume</td>
<td>NSGA-II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without original solution</td>
<td>0.9371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with original solution</td>
<td>0.9382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with eight Pareto solutions</td>
<td>0.9390</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE IV
RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>evaluation</th>
<th>original</th>
<th>sol₁</th>
<th>sol₂</th>
<th>sol₃</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>comm. overhead (c_com)</td>
<td>1160 bits</td>
<td>-1.4%</td>
<td>+0.3%</td>
<td>+176.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signals (cnt_s)</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>+1.5%</td>
<td>-5.9%</td>
<td>+163.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parameters (cnt_p)</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>+9.9%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-84.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modifications (cnt_mod)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changes (cnt_changes)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Results for parameter amount minimization in comparison to signals.

Fig. 6. Pareto optimal solutions for five quality criteria shown for the deployment changes and the signal interface aspects.

Fig. 7. Pareto optimal solutions for five quality criteria shown for the deployment changes, parameter minimization and the communication overhead.

Fig. 5 shows the Pareto solutions for the first test. Even though 60 runs are executed, only eight solutions are found. Solution sol₁ possesses the best communication effort improvement of 1.4% from 1160 to 1144 bits/cycle, but takes a slight increase of the signal amount, just like the change amount which requires three SWCs more on ECU₂. Solution sol₂ possesses the lowest signal amount with only 64 signals instead of 68, which is an improvement of 6%. The solution causes a slight increase of the signal data which leads to a bit more of communication effort and two changes in the deployment are necessary. The used original solution here is already nearly optimal for the communication of dynamic information. Better solutions can be found, but they are only compromises of the given quality criteria and no huge improvements can be achieved. It is a result of the strong connectivity of the SWCs in the ECUs of the original deployment. Only 153 of the 1104 signals are external connections between the two ECUs, which is a proportion of 13.8%. The rest of the 956 signals are communicated internally and lead to an increase of the interface if they are allocated on the other ECU.

For the next test, the genotype space is extended to five objectives by the amount of parameters that must be transferred over the interface and the affected SWCs which must be modified to be robust against parameter changes. The original solution requires 81 parameter transfers and 43 modified SWCs to gain a generic interface. This is quite a large number and means a lot of effort for implementation and testing. Solution sol₁ of the first part has a negative effect of the required parameter amount. Eight parameters more must be transferred, which is an increase of nearly 10%. Here, even 47 SWCs have to be modified, whereas only three SWCs must be moved to the other ECU. The few changes mean a little organizational effort, but the high number of modifications leads to an improbable acceptance. Solution sol₂, however, does not affect the number of parameters over the interface, but one SWC requires a parameter which is already transferred, while 46 SWCs must be modified. Fig. 6 and 7 show the 2223 Pareto optimal solutions found for the allocation and the interface criteria during the 60 runs. It can be seen that there are many solutions which reduce the total parameter amount, but also cause a huge increase of the dynamic communication. It would be expected that a solution with zero parameters can be achieved, but only solution sol₃ is found which possesses the best value for the parameter minimization. Here, 13 parameters instead of 81 must be communicated which is an improvement of 84%. This solution represents a deployment...
where all parameter affected hardware independent SWCs are allocated to ECU\textsubscript{1}. The remaining parameters over the interface result from SWCs that cannot be moved (5) or would require more parameters from the other ECU (8) which is why sol\textsubscript{1} really represents the minimal parameter deployment. 10 interactions contain the parameters which means that only 10 SWCs must be modified for robustness regarding parameter changes. Unfortunately, the other criteria are almost 1.8 times more data and 1.6 times more signals that must be transferred. Furthermore, the reduction of the parameters leads to a huge increase of the deployment changes with 43 SWCs from ECU\textsubscript{2} to ECU\textsubscript{1}. Even though the solution possesses the minimum effort for modifications and testing, the great organizational effort as well as the higher utilization of the bus lead to a very low acceptance. As mentioned before, this extreme solution is not really necessary because parameters can be transferred without affecting the bus load.

To decide which solution should be used for a generic communication interface, both aspects, the necessary effort for robustness and move of SWCs, must be evaluated in more detail. Then, a limit for the bus load must be set and it must be checked if the algorithms can use available information from the new host which could make further reductions possible.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the problem of hard coded specific hardware component information of an existing system was addressed. The goal was to modify the system that generic interfaces between the vehicle and exchangeable hardware components are possible. An approach was presented which transforms the specific static information into parameters and sent them over the interface.

An exemplary case study needs 45 SWCs which must be modified to gain a robust generic interface. On the basis of the expected effort for the modification, a software component deployment optimization was used to reduce the total amount of parameters over the interface. The best solution achieves a reduction of about 84\% with only 10 SWCs to be modified, but results in 43 changes of SWC from one host to another, which will be expected as unlikely to be accepted due to the required company reorganization.

Future work will comprise a detailed estimation of the effort for generalization and deployment changes. Additionally, a method for optimizing algorithms with internally available information is a desired goal which enables the possibility to reduce interface communication after deployment changes.
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